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“Entangled Histories:” Re-thinking the
History of Central and Southeastern
Europe from a Relational Perspective*

The collapse of the communist system in Central and Southeastern
Europe has inaugurated sweeping economic and socio-political

changes, marked by the conversion of state-economies into market econo-
mies, political liberalization and democratization, and integration into Euro-
pean and Euro-Atlantic security and political organizations. These changes
have also affected the pattern of inter-state relations in these regions. Due to
the strengthening of their political collaboration, countries in Central and
Southeastern Europe are today linked by a dense network of inter-govern-
mental agreements, which have worked for changing the nature of inter-state
relations, by fostering co-operation rather than conflict.

An important part of the process of political transformation has been the
recuperation of the historical memory, especially of those aspects censored
under the communist regimes. This recuperation has taken place in the
name of the “national identity” that had been suppressed for decades by the
military and political hegemony of the Soviet Union. Starting in late 1980’s,
one can identify a rising tide of a “new nationalism” in Central and Southeast-
ern Europe, stimulated by novel factors such as: “demographic changes,”
“the media revolution,” “the bankruptcy of supra-national authority,” and
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the “environmental threat.”1 The process of national “revival” culminated
during the 1989 revolutions, which were as much national as they were politi-
cal. The upsurge of 1989 was seen by many scholars “as the victory of na-
tional identity against Marxism,2 “the finest hour of East European national-
ism,”3 or the “Springtime of Nations.”4 At official level, the tendency of re-
turning to the “national history” has been expressed by the restoration of
traditional state symbols and monuments of national heroes, the establish-
ment of new national holidays, rituals of remembrance and commemora-
tion, and the re-writing of history textbooks.

As a result of this twofold development, one can identify an underlying
tension between the “re-nationalization” of history in Central and Southeast
Europe and the process of European integration. As Mary Fulbrook perti-
nently points out, the process of European integration calls for “the develop-
ment of more adequate historical perspectives.”5 At the same time, the na-
tion-state perspective continues to frame historical studies. This contradic-
tion raises the challenging methodological question: Does “European
history, far from being the sum of individual national histories, in fact consti-
tute an alternative framework within which different kind of constituent
parts may be identified and interpreted?”6

This article argues for the need to re-conceptualize the history of Cen-
tral and Southeastern Europe by employing a relational and transnational ap-
proach, as part of a more general effort to re-write continental history from
an integrated perspective. Central and Southeastern Europe countries share
a common historical past that goes far back in time to enduring medieval and
early modern imperial legacies, such as the Byzantine, the Hungarian, the
Habsburg, and the Ottoman. After 1945, they experienced similar strategies
of communist modernization, and a forceful integration into a common mili-
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tary and economic block. Post-communist countries in these regions are
now facing similar socio-political challenges. Despite these similarities, histo-
rians in the regions seem “absorbed” by their own national histories, and
have relatively limited knowledge of—or openness toward—the historical
experience of their neighbors. The process of regional integration and the Eu-
ropean Union’s Eastern enlargement calls for an incorporation of the Cen-
tral and Southeast European Studies into the framework of European studies
(thus breaking with the tradition of Russian and East European Studies, which is
a legacy of the bipolar Cold War division of Europe). Historians in Central
and Southeastern Europe are now challenged to place a greater emphasis on
the “shared” and “entangled” history of the peoples in these regions, to assess
international influences and transfers, and to account for the process of Euro-
pean integration and its impact on the development of their regions.7 They
need to transcend the prevailing narrow national-based historiographic per-
spective and to redirect their research focus toward new areas of inquiry,
such as physical and geographical mobility, transnational circulation of ideas,
migration and the environment.

A recent theoretical and methodological tool for approaching regional
history is provided by the paradigm of histoire croisée, which—although stem-
ming from the tradition of comparative history—attempts to critically
re-evaluate it and to shift the analytical emphasis on multiple levels of
connectedness, examined through interdisciplinary lenses. While sharing nu-
merous common features with other paradigms of relational history such as
“shared” or “connected history,”8 histoire croisée also urges researchers to take
into account their own ideological position and involvement in the process
of knowledge, and to reflect on the plurality of viewpoints, differences of lan-
guages, terminologies, categorizations, conceptualizations.9 Although hav-
ing at its core the French and German scholarship and historical experi-
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ences,10 the new “paradigm de croisement” also tries to bridge different
historiographic traditions and to offer a “universally-valid” model of analy-
sis, mediating between comparatists and historians studying the question of
“transfers.”11

In order to underscore the importance of relational approaches to the re-
gional history of Central and Southeastern Europe, the current article ex-
plores recent historiographic debates pertaining to the overlapping history of
Romania and Hungary. The article comprises three main parts. The first part
exemplifies the arduous and protracted process of reforming history writing
in Central and Southeastern Europe with the case of historiography in Roma-
nia. Special attention is paid to the recent public debates on alternative his-
tory textbooks. Part two looks at the intrinsic interdependence between the
writing of history and the process of regional political reconciliation, by us-
ing the case study of the Romanian-Hungarian relations. The conclusions
evaluate the potential impact the incorporation of the historical experience
of Central and Southeastern Europe on building a new integrated
perspective on European history.

Romanian Historiography: Legacy, Prospects, and Challenges

The evolution of the Romanian historiography is a relevant example of
the challenges faced by historians in the post-communist Central and South-
eastern Europe.12 Historiography has a long and well-established tradition in
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modern Romanian culture. We can identify several stages in its pre-1945 de-
velopment, from the pre-Romantic school embodied mostly by Mihail
Kogãlniceanu and Nicolae Bãlcescu, the Romantic school of A. Tocilescu,
V.A. Urechia, and A. D. Xenopol, the “critical school” at the turn of the cen-
tury personified by Nicolae Iorga and Dimitrie Onciul, and the “New Histor-
ical School” of the interwar period represented by prominent historians such
as Constantin C. Giurescu and Gheorghe Brãtianu. These schools greatly dif-
fered in the theoretical models they emulated and the historical methodol-
ogy they utilized, but shared the main tenants of Romantic historiography,
marked in the Romanian context by an ethnocentrist vision of national his-
tory stressing the ideas of nationality and fatherland, and the risorgimento ideal
striving for the political unity of all ethnic Romanians living in various histori-
cal provinces.13

By and large, under Communism, Romanian historiography followed
the dynamics of the complex relationship between the communism ideol-
ogy and nationalism.14 The first period of Communist rule (1948–1958) was
characterized by the destruction of the “bourgeois nationalist” legacy and the
diminution of Romania’s national sovereignty under a virtual Soviet occupa-
tion.15 The process is described by Kennet Jowitt as a “breakthrough,” “the
decisive alternation or destruction of values, structures, and behaviors which
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are perceived by a new elite as compromising or contributing to the actual or
potential existence of alternative centers of power”,16 and by Michael Shafir
as a “primitive accumulation of legitimacy.”17

In its attempt to establish and consolidate its control over society, the Ro-
manian communist regime led by Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej (1948–1965) al-
ternated periods of harsh repression (1948–1953 and 1958–1961) with period
of economic growth and political relaxation (1954–1957 and 1961–1965). Dur-
ing the first period of repression (1948–1953), Communist elites championed
proletarian internationalism, and purged the previous “bourgeois-nationalist”
historiographical schools, irrespective of the sharp theoretical and political divi-
sions among them. The transformation of history research in this first period
of Communist take-over was coordinated by Mihail Roller, a vice-president of
the Academy, also responsible for history research within the ideological sec-
tion of the Central Committee of the Romanian Workers Party. Roller initi-
ated and edited the first Marxist synthesis on the history of Romania, a second-
ary school textbook entitled Istoria României: manual unic pentru clasa a VIII-a
secundarã, first published in 1947.18 The textbook was instrumental in dissemi-
nating a new officially-endorsed vision of history.

The timid de-Stalinization that took place in mid-1950s was accompa-
nied by a gradual relaxation of the political control over culture, and most of
the surviving prominent pre-1945 historians could return to institutional po-
sitions. In addition, the growing tendency of cultural and political autarchy
of the regime generated an innovative synthesis between Marxist ideology
and the nationalist tradition of interwar historiography. This was best embod-
ied by the work of Andrei I. Oþetea, a historian from Iaºi who gained his
Ph.D. in Paris (1926). As the director of the Institute of History in the 1960’s,
Oþetea supported a moderate nationalism turn of the Romanian historiogra-
phy, but he also stimulated the study of socio-economic history, especially in
the early modern period.19
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The deviation from the Soviet foreign policy that took place in the pe-
riod 1958–1964 is generally regarded as the turning point in the development
of the Romanian Communist regime. The outbreak of the diplomatic con-
flict with the Soviet Union had deep internal and external consequences.
During the conflict, Romanian leaders de-emphasized Marxism in favor of
a policy of national modernization, focusing on the creation of industry, espe-
cially heavy industry that allowed economic autarchy and a maximal central
control over resources.20 This policy led to the establishment of a na-
tional-communist regime, based on three main sources: the redefinition of the
relationship between local Romanian elites and Moscow; the pursuing of an
independent program of industrial development in view of the “national in-
terest;” and a return to certain elements of the Romanian nationalist tradi-
tion of the interwar period.21

The policy of political separation from the URSS was continued and
even amplified during the rule of Nicolae Ceauºescu (1965–1989). Domesti-
cally, the Romanian Communist regime underwent considerable changes
under Ceauºescu’s long rule. The first years witnessed a relative political lib-
eralization, coupled with a rapid economic development. This liberal ten-
dency persuaded numerous members of the intelligentsia who were edu-
cated in the cultural tradition of the interwar period to participate to a pro-
gram of “restoring” the national culture and re-linking it with a “Western”
system of references. As a result, important cultural figures reappeared on
the cultural scene, while numerous emblematic historical works of the 1930s
were republished.

At the beginning of the ’70s, the Romanian communist regime was at
a crossroads of two main options: continued modernization and liberaliza-
tion, or an increasing political control over society. The solutions chose by
the Romanian leader was to foster a cultural revolution following the Chi-
nese model (1971), which resulted, into a total control of the Romanian
Communist Party over intellectual life. Politically, the regime moved to an in-
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creasingly personalized power, while the cult of Ceauºescu’s leadership
reached unprecedented heights.22 The conservative attitude of the Roma-
nian communist regime radicalized in the 1980’s, when Romania experi-
enced a generalized economic and socio-political crisis. The main character-
istics of the nationalist-communist propaganda in the ‘80s were xenophobia,
autarchy, isolationism, anti-Occidentalism, anti-intellectualism and
protochronism.23 In this way, as the political scientist Michael Shafir pointed
out, “discontent and political dissent, instead of being channeled into the sys-
tem, as inputs, were successfully deflected by the leadership towards external
(Soviet and Hungarian) targets as outputs.”24 In order to explain this peculiar
evolution of the Romanian communist regime in its last decade, Vladimir
Tismãneanu coined the concept of “national Stalinism,” a term that refers to
regimes that instrumentalize a nationalist ideological framework, while op-
posing any significant political change.25

History played a crucial role in the nationalist cultural offensive of the
‘80s.26 The regime sponsored a huge production of officially inspired histori-
cal works, strengthened its control of all research and educational institu-
tions, and used prominent historians to express its political view on various
internal and external events, since the rules of the game in the socialist camp
did not allow for open diplomatic conflicts among socialist countries. More-
over, the official propaganda of the regime recuperated and abused tradi-
tional themes of the Romanian historiography, such as the continuity of the
Romanian people in the same territory, the emphasis on “autochthonous tra-
ditions” and ethno-centrist myths.27

Romanian historiography under Communism was certainly not entirely
monolithic. Among the few and largely isolated attempts to incorporate the
Western theoretical and methodological gains, we can mention the studies on
historiography authored by Alexandru Zub at the Institute of History and Ar-
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cheology “A. D. Xenopol“ in Iaºi, the research on the history of mentalities
stimulated by Alexandru Duþu at the Institute of South-East European Studies
in Bucharest, the studies on the history of the imaginary conducted by Lucian
Boia at the University of Bucharest, or the work on social and intellectual his-
tory conducted by Pompiliu Teodor at the Babeº-Bolyai University in Cluj.28

By and large, however, the historiographical discourse in the public sphere was
monopolized by the official propaganda, historians who did not join the na-
tionalist camp being marginalized as eccentric figures.

The political change that occurred in December 1989 liberalized the his-
torical discourse and opened the door to competing ideological visions of Ro-
manian history. In spite of the optimistic expectations, however, the fall of
the Communist regime pushed Romanian historiography into the gray zone
of “post-totalitarian spasms.”29 With the demise of Marxism as a dominant
ideological model, Romanian historiography lacked authoritative theoretical
and methodological paradigms. There were no alternative historical schools
or dissident canons available. After decades of theoretical isolation and brutal
political interference, and without available models at hand, Romanian histo-
riography turned yet again towards its own pre-Marxist traditions, such as
the “critical school” of the turn of the century, or the “new historical school’
of the interwar period. The uncritical reliance on tradition reproduced nu-
merous traditional drawbacks of history-writing in Romania, such as the ab-
sence of deep theoretical debates and of interdisciplinary dialogue,
a primordialist perception of ethnicity, and a close relationship between
historiography and the political power.

In this context, national ideology continued to serve as a “block culture”
for historiographic production. Unlike the previous period, after 1989 the he-
gemonic discourse over national identity broke into a multitude of divergent
and even contradictory narratives, ranging from “ethno-cultural” to “civic na-
tionalist” and liberal perspectives. The institutional infrastructure of historical
research has also undergone a profound transformation. New research insti-
tutes and journals have been established, with the aim of promoting a higher
professional standard. It is undeniable that the writing and teaching of history
in post-communist Romania has undergone considerable progress in the last
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decade and a half, mostly in university centers and non-governmental research
institutes. Overall, the body of practitioners has become nevertheless very het-
erogeneous, with dissidents, former collaborators, and an emerging post-1989
generation of historians competing to carve out a space in the public sphere for
their respective discourses.

As a result, after more than a decade of liberty, Romanian historiography
remains a heterogeneous combination of several “strata”: a significant pro-
portion of the professional body is still rooted in national romanticism;
a dominant corpus of historians adhere to the precepts of the “critical school”
existing at the turn of the century; a minority of circa 10%, work in the spirit
of the French Annales school; and several isolated figures are trying to be
open to the historiographical evolution of the post-Annales period.30 Overall,
the image of the Romanian historiography depicted by most Romanian
scholars is that of a still dominant nationalist “canon” facing a sustained at-
tack by an alternative liberal discourse.31 Although it managed to win signifi-
cant “battles,” the “reformist” camp is far from being able to dominate the
public discourse. Reinforced by the acute polarization of the political life, the
institutional confrontation between the nationalist canon and reforming his-
torians has been quite harsh, giving only recent signs of accommodation.

Reforming the Post-Communist Historiography:
The Debate over Alternative History Textbooks

An important barometer of the political problems involved in reforming
the post-communist Romanian historiography was the tense public debate
over alternative history textbooks that took place in October-November
1999. After decades of central monopoly, on 24 July 1998 the Ministry of
National Education (MNE) decided to finally liberalize the textbook mar-
ket, by allowing secondary schools to choose freely among officially-app-
roved alternative history textbooks.32 The aim of the reform was to upgrade
the Romanian educational system to the European standard, by applying the
Council of Europe’s Recommendation 1283.33
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This significant reform was followed by an open competition for the
writing of new history textbooks on the basis of a revised national curricu-
lum put forward by the MNE. At the end of this process, five different his-
tory textbooks offered by working teams located in various university cen-
ters in Romania reached the approval of the MNE and were published for be-
ing used starting in the 1999/2000 academic year.

Among the five new history textbooks for the twelfth grade, the one writ-
ten by a group of young historians from the Babeº-Bolyai University of Cluj
captured the attention of the media for many weeks.34 In line with the recom-
mendation of the MNE, the textbook stated the vital need to rethink Roma-
nian history from a European relational perspective. In an introduction, sug-
gestively entitled “The Romanians and Europe,” the authors stated unequiv-
ocally “The history of the Romanians cannot be severed from that of
Europe,” since it encompasses, in a nutshell, “all the fundamental elements
of the European civilization.”35 Once they emancipated themselves from the
long domination of multinational empires, the Romanians opted firmly for
synchronization with the European space and, today, for “integration into its
structures.”36 Moreover, the authors pointed out that integration into
Europe does not presuppose a renunciation of the country’s national iden-
tity, since Europe “represents a unity in diversity,” within which “each inhab-
itant of the continent who has a European identity, also has – at the same time
– a national identity.”37

The authors also opted for a relational approach to history, by arguing that
“there is no a separated history of the Romanians only, or of the Americans
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up to recent times and continues in certain cases to be subject to political censorship.” See
the text of the “Recommendation 1283 of the Council of Europe on history and the learn-
ing of history in Europe” adopted by the Parliamentary Assembly on 22 January 1996,
available at http://assembly.coe.int/Documents/AdoptedText/ta96/erec1283.htm, retrie-
ved on 20 September 2003.

34 Sorin Mitu (coord.), Virgil Þãrau, Liviu Târãu, Ovidiu Pecican, Lucia Copoeru: Istoria
românilor. Manual pentru clasa a XII-a [History of Romanians. Manual for the Twelfth
Grade] Bucureºti: Sigma, 1999.

35 Istoria românilor, 5.
36 Istoria românilor, 5.
37 Istoria românilor, 5.



only, since close ties have always existed among all peoples and the fate of one
cannot be understood without the fate of the others.”38 They also argued that,
since “the history of Romanians is tightly linked to the history of ethnic minori-
ties who are living together with them,” their shared history should be inte-
grated under a common heading that of the History of Romania, instead of the
History of the Romanians understood from an ethnic perspective.39

The treatment of the national history put forward in the new textbook
clashed with the conventional interpretation in the previous history text-
books on major points. In order to better understand their divergences,
I briefly allude to the debates between the “primordialist” and the “modern-
ist” or “instrumentalist” schools in the study of nationalism. Primordialists
believe that nations are unitary and homogeneous entities, which have gener-
ally appeared in the early Middle Ages and whose features are given once and
for ever. Modernists assert that nations are intellectual and socio-political
constructions, forged by national movements in the early modern period,
through mechanisms described as “the invention of tradition.”40 More re-
cently, various authors bridge the two perspectives, by highlighting the neces-
sary ethnic prerequisites for constructing modern nations; they also point
out the hybrid character of modern national identities and cultures.41
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“The age of universal high culture,” and “What is a Nation?” in Nations and Nationalism, 1–7,



While the primordialist view has traditionally shaped the interpretation
of history in Romania, the authors of the new textbook took a modernist
stance and discussed the modern “invention” of the Romanian nation,
mostly through the contribution of Greek-Catholic Transylvanian-Roma-
nian intellectuals during the eighteenth century.42 On this basis, they offered
an alternative view on the process of nation- and state-building in Romania.
This process has been particularly complex. Greater Romania (1918–1940)
was an aggregate of different historical provinces: the former Principalities of
Moldavia and Wallachia (unified in 1859 to constitute the Old Kingdom of
Romania), the former Ottoman province of Dobrudja (annexed in 1878),
the former Russian province (1812–1918) of Bessarabia, the former Austrian
province (1775–1918) of Bukovina, and territories that were part of the Hun-
garian half of the Habsburg Monarchy, such as Transylvania, the Banat,
Maramureº, and the Partium. As in other states in Central and Southeastern
Europe, such as Greece and Serbia before World War I, or Poland, Czechoslo-
vakia, and the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes in the interwar pe-
riod, the union of heterogeneous provinces occasioned an arduous process
of elite bargaining, administrative unification, and a thrust for cultural ho-
mogenization. In order to defend the Romanians’ legitimate right to inde-
pendent statehood into a unified state, Romanian historians have generally
written their work from the perspective of the nation-building center, and
presupposed a historical teleology, which necessarily led to the creation of
Greater Romania.43 The new textbook deviated from this view. It devoted
only limited attention to the fight for “political union” of Romanians from all
historical provinces that constituted Greater Romania in 1918; instead, it
focused on the regional history of various provinces.

The alternative view on the history of Romania proposed by the new
textbook stirred an incendiary political debate. The textbook was denounced
in the Romanian parliament as a threat to Romanian national identity. In the
Senate, Sergiu Nicolaescu, a well-known Romanian film-director who
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played a central role in the ideological propaganda of the Ceauºescu regime,
at the time an independent senator and a vice-president of the Committee of
Culture, Arts and Mass Media, opened the attack. In a parliamentary inter-
vention on 5 October 1999, Nicolaescu went as far as to propose that the new
textbook “should be burned out in a public square.” The attack continued in
the Chamber of Deputies, carried out by Petru Bejinariu, a deputy of the op-
position Party of Social Democracy in Romania (starting in 2000 the ruling
party under the name of the Romanian Social-Democratic Party). Their ap-
peal triggered an immense public scandal which remained in the focus of the
media for several weeks, by way of daily editorials in leading newspapers and
cultural weeklies such as Evenimentul Zilei, Cotidianul, Adevãrul, Jurnalul
Naþional, România Liberã, Revista “22”, Dilema, and România Literarã,
talk-shows on popular TV channels, and contradictory public statements of
politicians, state dignitaries, and historians. During the harsh public debates,
nationalist politicians as „traitors of the nation” stigmatized reformist histori-
ans. Prominent journalists, conservative historians, and a strong segment of
the public opinion joined their campaign.

Criticism of the textbook can be grouped into four categories, each em-
ploying a different version of the conspiracy theory. The first concerned the
authors’ interpretation of the events that brought the collapse of the Commu-
nist regime in December 1989. The officially-endorsed version is that the re-
gime was toppled by a spontaneous and unorganized popular revolt.44 The
National Salvation Front (NSF), a heterogeneous political body constituted
during the revolutionary events, subsequently took power. In the following
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months, NSF reorganized itself as a political party, and won political power
in two consecutive national elections (1990–1992 and 1992–1996, the sec-
ond time reformed under the name of Party of Social Democracy in Roma-
nia). The leading politicians involved in the events promoted this version,
most importantly Ion Iliescu, the leader of the NSF and the first elected presi-
dent of Romania (1990–1992, 1992–1996, and again 2000–2004).

In order to undermine the political legitimacy of Iliescu and of the ruling
NSF/PDSR, the political opposition, grouped in 1992–2000 under a coalition
entitled the Democratic Convention, put forward an alternative view of the
events, arguing that the popular revolt was in fact manipulated by a conspiracy
of communist apparatchiks belonging to the second echelon of the party, who
subsequently took power with foreign aid in order to deflect the process of rev-
olutionary change. The history textbook favored the second view, arguing that
the Communist regime in Romania collapsed under pressure from a popular
revolt, speculated by a political conspiracy of Communist leaders inspired by
foreign powers and supported by a military diversion. Since the revolution was
central to the political legitimacy of the PDSR, Ion Iliescu, at the time the
leader of the party, reacted virulently against the interpretation put forward in
the textbook, blaming the ruling Democratic Convention (1996–2000) for
this attempt “to falsify history:” In his own words:

“All the attempts to dispute and to denigrate the Romanian Revolution, all the
fabrications on ‘coup d’état’ or on the ‘seizing’ of the revolution represent the
expression of a political diversion conducted by a series of frustrated and inhib-
ited forces and people, mere spectators of the revolutionary events, wishing to
create their own legitimacy, based on forgery and slandering. […]The fact that
such nonsense and defrauding of the Romanian Revolution are consciously
introduced in some of the history manuals, which have received the seal of
approval of the Ministry of Education, is unforgivable and straight-out harming.
Thus, history manuals, by encouraging the lack of respect towards the historical
truth, are transformed into a perverse means aimed against the national interests
and identity of Romania.”45

Conservative historians attached to the PDSR and former members of
the Communist establishment, who defended a „canonical” vision of Roma-
nian history, soon endorsed Iliescu’s harsh criticism of the textbook.
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The second type of criticism was put forward by Adrian Nãstase, former
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (1992–1996) and at the time a vice-president of
the PSDR (in the period 2000–2004, Nãstase was Prime Minister of Roma-
nia). While agreeing with Ion Iliescu’s arguments, Nãstase wrote his own ver-
sion of the conspiracy theory. In a detailed analysis of the historical informa-
tion in the textbook, Nãstase tried to demonstrate that it reflected an anti-Ro-
manian and pro-Hungarian attitude. In his view, the textbook gave up on all
the major points of the Romanian-Hungarian historiographical polemics
(see below), a sure proof that the authors were financially and ideologically
motivated by Budapest.46 It is worth noting that, although Nãstase is not
trained in history but in law and sociology (Ph.D.), he did not refrain from
making extensive value-judgments on the textbook, offering his own vision
of historical events, and telling historians how national history should
properly be interpreted.

A third type of criticism came from leading Romanian journalists, the
most vehement and influential being Cristian Tudor Popescu, the edi-
tor-in-chief of the independent daily Adevãrul (The Truth). Popescu put for-
ward a third theory of conspiracy, this time attacking the European and
multi-cultural orientation of the textbook. He argued that the textbook “is
the fruit of the ideology of political correctness, of multi-culturalism, and of
ways of controlling the majority by inciting the minorities against it. This ide-
ology accompanies the American imperial ideology.”47

Popescu accused the Romanian office of The Project on Ethnic Relations
(PER), an American NGO located in Princeton, New Jersey, for being respon-
sible for the dissemination of this ideology. In October 1998, in order to sup-
port the initiative of the MNE to reform the history textbooks, PER organized
a seminar entitled “History Textbooks – Source of Knowledge or Generator of
Stereotypes,” bringing together historians and state officials from the MNE.48
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Popescu judged the seminar to be a proof of the existence of a foreign conspir-
acy to replace “the old patriotic and mobilizing history, aimed at generating na-
tional loyalty,” with “a European-type history, based on the understanding of
political institutions, state, ideologies, and the role of ethnic and religious mi-
norities.”49 He therefore initiated a sustained journalistic campaign meant to
discredit the textbook in the eyes of the public.

This choir of criticism ultimately degenerated into an overt attack against
the agenda of reforming the national educational system promoted by Andrei
Marga, the Minister of National Education and the rector of the Babeº-Bolyai
University in Cluj. On 15 October 1999, facing harsh criticism within the Par-
liamentary Commission for Education, Science, Youth and Sportof the Chamber of
Deputies, from the part of numerous opposition deputies, who accused the
textbook of being “anti-Romanian,” the Minister Marga reiterating the need
to reform the national curricula.50 He pointed out that it is a unique situation
in Europe when a history textbook was debated in the parliament, and pointed
out that the content of the textbook was not presented accurately in the media.
Marga restated his conviction that the alternative textbooks were an important
step in reforming the educational system, and that Romania must adopt Euro-
pean standards. He also pleaded for an “enlightened patriotism” and defended
the professional autonomy of historians, who have a legitimate right to writing
their views free of political interference.

Marga’s arguments did not convince opposition parties. On 5 Novem-
ber 1999, 55 deputies filed a parliamentary motion asking for the withdrawal
of the textbook from the market. Although the group won allies among politi-
cians across the political spectrum, the Chamber of Deputies, the lower
house of the Parliament, ultimately rejected the motion. In the weeks that fol-
lowed, the debate slowly faded away. With the discovery that the alternative
textbooks’ publication was in fact initiated by the former administration and
was supported by a grant from the World Bank negotiated and signed by the
former PDSR government and not by the Democratic Convention, the polit-
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ical connotations of the scandal fell into the background, and the media laid
more emphasis on the financial aspects of the textbook controversy.51

Despite strong criticism, at the end of the day reformist historians have
apparently won their case. Minister Marga refused to withdraw the authori-
zation for the textbook, which continues to be used in secondary school class-
rooms, although in a slightly revised version published in 2000. Beyond im-
mediate partisan political interests or financial implications, the textbook
controversy was nevertheless a clear indication of the precarious position of
the new reformist school, under joint crossfire from nationalist politicians,
conservative historians, the mass media, and a larger nationalist consensus in
public opinion. It was remarkable that the general public took an active part
in the debate, a proof of the importance of history for constructing identity in
the public sphere. But beyond this active public participation, it was puzzling
to note the vehemence of the public opinion was in condemning reformist
historians. It was also particularly striking that leading journalists joined poli-
ticians in stigmatizing the reformist historians. The debate pointed out to the
fact that historians have lost the “monopoly” over historical writing in
Romania, and they contribute to a modest degree to the formation of the
public opinion.

Most importantly, the debate temporarily inhibited the process of re-
forming Romanian historiography. In the light of the incendiary public scan-
dal stirred by the reformist textbook, numerous historians—even those
from the younger generation—concluded that the general public was not yet
ready for a radical reform of the Romanian historiography. Bogdan
Murgescu, a Professor of History at the University of Bucharest, argued
such a view. In a brochure entitled A fi istoric in 2000 [Being a historian in the
year 2000], Murgescu summarized the specific challenges and privations
faced by historians in post-1989 Romania, and tried to suggest ways of profes-
sional rehabilitation of the social status of historians, and of history as a disci-
pline. He pointed out that in countries such as Germany or Ireland, a radical
reform of the historiography could only occur when it was accompanied by
political democratization, economic prosperity and integration into Euro-
pean institutions, and concluded that in Romania “conditions are not yet
ripen for a substantive renewal of the historical consciousness.”52 He advo-
cated a strategy of gradual reform of the historiographical discourse, taking ac-
count of public expectation, and an avoidance of “terrible statements that
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shock the public and offer arguments to enemies of the historiographical re-
newal, thus proving more harmful than useful.”53 The stagnation that gener-
ally characterized economic and political reforms in post-communist
Romania thus endangered the reform of the historiography, as well.

Political Reconciliation vs. Historiography:
The Romanian-Hungarian Conflict

The lack of thorough reforms in historiography hampered the general pro-
cess of political reconciliation in Central Europe, a situation best exemplified
by the diplomatic conflict between Romania and Hungary. The inter-state rela-
tionship between Romania and Hungary was one of the most disputed in Cen-
tral Europe in the twentieth century. In analyzing the Romanian-Hungarian
historical conflict, many scholars stressed the different historical experience of
the two peoples.54 In the process of nation- and state-building from the nine-
teenth century, the Transylvanian Hungarians participated as part of the Hun-
garian nation, whereas the Romanians from Transylvania participated,
through their cultural movements, in the process of building the modern Ro-
manian nation. As a result, the two peoples have had different political inter-
ests and cultural orientations, a situation that generated conflicting national
mythologies in the long term.

The main ground of confrontation between Romanians and Hungari-
ans has been the inter-ethnic and multicultural space of Transylvania, a prov-
ince conceived as having made a crucial contribution to the survival of both
nations. The Romanian historian Pompiliu Teodor suggestively highlighted
Transylvania’s importance for the national development of Romanians, Hun-
garians, and other ethnic groups living in the province:

”Through its past and present, Transylvania occupies a well-defined role in the
Romanian, Hungarian, and German historical life, and in the history of Central and
Eastern Europe as a historically individualized entity. For Romanians, Transylvania
represents the cradle of the national movement in the 18th century, for Hungarians,
Transylvania was the locus of development of the national awakening in the 17th and
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the 18th centuries, and for Germans, it is the country where they could establish a his-
torical, linguistic, cultural and constitutional community.”55

The Hungarian national ideology regards Transylvania as a core prov-
ince of historical Hungary, in which the Hungarian political elite and na-
tional culture could survive and perpetuate during difficult periods, such as
the seventeenth and the eighteenth century.56 In a similar vein, the Roma-
nian national ideology defines Transylvania as the core of the Romanian
lands, the “cradle” of the Romanian civilization, and the demographic reser-
voir of the Romanian nation.57 This “mythical” approach to the history of
Transylvania coupled with conjectural political interests, generating many
diplomatic and even military crises between Romania and Hungary over
Transylvania (1916–1918, 1919–1920, 1940, 1944–1945).

The Romanian-Hungarian inter-state conflict continued and even am-
plified during the Communist period, when the growing concern for Hun-
garian minorities abroad that developed in Hungary starting in 1970’s inter-
acted with the nationalizing policies conducted by the Romanian Commu-
nist regime under Nicolae Ceauºescu, putting the official and public
political discourses in the two countries on the way to collision. The peak of
this controversy occurred in the late 1980’s, when the Romanian-Hungarian
legal and political debates over the status of the Hungarian national minority
in Romania dominated the agenda of numerous international reunions,
such as the CSCE meetings, being therefore regarded by numerous analysts
as “one of the most dangerous interstate problems in Europe.”58
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Despite optimistic expectations, the fall of communism did not foster
a spectacular improvement of the Romanian-Hungarian relations. The link
between the Hungarian minority in Romania and their “mother country” re-
mained a very sensitive issue for the Romanian politicians and public opin-
ion. In 1990, the Hungarian state’s obligation to protect the interests of eth-
nic Hungarians abroad was introduced in an amendment to article six of the
Hungarian Constitution. In order to provide an institutionalized framework
for permanent political consultations with representatives of the Hungarian
national minorities in neighboring countries, the Hungarian Government
set up a special monitoring commission entitled “The Secretariat for Hungar-
ians Abroad at the Office of the Prime Minister,” reorganized in 1992 as the
Governmental Office for Hungarian Minorities Abroad (Határon Túli
Magyarok Hivatala), and functioning under the supervision of the Minister
for Foreign Affairs.59 Romania, however, contested Hungary’s right to grant
political protection to its ethnic minorities abroad, denouncing it as
a “self-appointed right.”

Moreover, as Romania initiated the first phase of its transition to a demo-
cratic political system, the status of ethnic Hungarians became a main area of
internal political debate.60 The most pressing issues concerned the restora-
tion of educational and language entitlements for ethnic Hungarians, which
had been suspended during the last years of the communist regime, and their
unrestricted access to state institutions. Hungarian civic groups also advo-
cated various forms of collective and territorial autonomy for the Hungarian
community, a demand largely opposed by Romanian public opinion. Bilat-
eral misperceptions, coupled with political manipulations of ethnic national-
ism by leading figures of the NSF led to a violent clash between ethnic
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Romanians and Hungarians in March 1990 in Târgu Mureº, a multi-ethnic
Transylvanian city.

The controversy acquired new domestic connotations with the creation,
in December 1989, of the Democratic Alliance of Hungarians in Romania
(the DAHR), as the main political representative of the interests of ethnic
Hungarians. The DAHR defines Romania’s ethnic Hungarians as an inte-
gral part of the Hungarian nation, and defines them as a “co-nation,” or
a “state building nation” in Romania.61 At international level, the DAHR de-
mands to be considered as the official representative of the Hungarian com-
munity in Romania, and to be part of every bilateral agreement between Ro-
mania and Hungary over the status of the Hungarian minority. This request
was considered legitimate by Hungary, but contested by Romania, which re-
fused to recognize the DAHR as a negotiating partner at inter-state level,
pointing out that the issues between Hungary and Romania should be solved
only between the two governments.

The Romanian-Hungarian Reconciliation:
Genuine Agreement or a Foreign “Dictate”?

Taking into account the effects of geographical proximity and geopolitics
on relations between neighboring states, their power relations, and the inter-
dependence of both state-rivalries and common interests, Romania and
Hungary can be regarded as making up a “security complex,” defined by
Barry Buzan as “a group of states whose primary security concerns link to-
gether sufficiently closely that their national securities cannot realistically be
considered apart from one another.”62

Given this conflicting historical legacy, the spectacular improvement in
the Romanian-Hungarian relations starting in September 1996 has been gen-
erally perceived as “a divine surprise,” “a model for Europe and for the whole
world,”63 and an example able to “put an end to a millennium of conflicts and
tragedy in Central Europe.”64 Romania and Hungary have avoided a military
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confrontation that seemed a grim possibility in late 1980’s, have ameliorated
their tense diplomatic relations, and, more significantly, have managed to de-
velop a close political collaboration. The two countries are more and more
bound together by a network of formal and informal contacts, which have
worked for changing the nature of their inter-state relations. Political elites in
the two countries have made clear their intention to foster a long-lasting and
constructive relationship toward their integration into NATO and the Euro-
pean Union, a process that “is not a competition, but an approach resting on
collaboration.”65 This does not mean that conflicts are excluded in the future
period, but it is more probably that they will take the form of legal
controversies, and will be solved by a process of political bargaining.

How can we account for the Romanian-Hungarian reconciliation? Ac-
cording to Buzan, four structural options are available in order to account for
the changes suffered by a security complex, namely “external transforma-
tion,” “internal transformation,” “maintenance of the statue-quo,” and “the
overlay of the complex by an outside power.” 66 Most of the explanations em-
ployed to account for the process of the Romanian-Hungarian reconcilia-
tion assessed the bilateral treaty as “a new Dayton,” due to “’the extraordinary
American pressure” 67 and the whole Romanian-Hungarian reconciliation as
“a first forced step” which came “as a result of five years of negotiations and in-
tense international pressure.”68 One can distinguish between a) ‘conjectural’
and b) “structural” argumentation of this thesis. In spite of their differences,
both positions attribute to the international community a decisive role in the
outcome of the negotiation. Their common view is that the Romanian-Hun-
garian security complex was “overlaid” by an external interference that was
so powerful as to suppress the bilateral conflict.

In contrast to these views, this article argues that the major change in the
Romanian-Hungarian relationship was brought by an internal political trans-
formation suffered by the components the security system. Romanian and
Hungarian decision-makers have employed new, more compatible defini-
tions of national security, and this accounts for the reconciliation reached.
While the international community played an important role in the process
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of reconciliation, it did so not through a direct intervention and political pres-
sure “a la Dayton,” but by devising a structural framework in which the nego-
tiations took place, consisting of a standard for minority rights, a mechanism
for implementing and monitoring these rights, a framework for confidence
building measures, and a framework for bilateral Romanian-Hungarian
negotiations, including the possibility of an external mediation.

At international level, the Romanian-Hungarian reconciliation was occa-
sioned by the “Balladour plan,” an initiative which aimed at stabilizing Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe by backing the conclusion of bilateral treaties be-
tween states experiencing bilateral tensions related to minority or ethnic is-
sues. Following the inaugural Conference for a Pact on Stability in Europe,
held in May 1994, nine states aspiring for the EU membership in Eastern
Europe (Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania,
Poland, Romania and Slovakia), were expected, within a grace period of one
year, to conclude bilateral or regional treaties regulating their inter-state rela-
tions with the neighboring countries, including issues questions pertaining
to frontiers and minorities.

Following Balladour’s initiative, Romania and Hungary resumed negoti-
ations toward a bilateral treaty that had been pending for a long period. The
first political breakthrough in the relations between Romania and Hungary
took place in November 1994: the new Hungarian government led by Gyula
Horn set as its major foreign policy task the reconciliation with its neighbors,
mostly  with  Romania  and  Slovakia.  The  second  major  political  break-
through took place in August 1995 when President Iliescu proposed a de-
tailed plan of a historical reconciliation between the two countries. The third
breakthrough in the bilateral reconciliation process was the signing of “The
Treaty of Understanding, Co-operation and Good Neighborliness,” on 16
September 1996, which included the provision that both countries will sup-
port their efforts for NATO and European Integration.69 A „Joint Roma-
nian-Hungarian Political Statement” and an Agreement of Reconciliation
and Partnership also accompanied the treaty.

While the mediation of the international community was an important
stimulus behind the reconciliation, it is important to note that Romania and
Hungary managed to shape the content of their bilateral treaty. Far from be-
ing a dictate, the mediation of the international community can thus be re-
garded as a proof of the interactive way in which states can use and shape in-
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ternational institutions, as well as of the way in which institutions can
influence the behavior of states.

In the next years, the diplomatic collaboration between the two countries
has continued to improve, transforming itself into a “partnership for the whole
region.”70 Romania and Hungary have developed an active regional partnership,
having bilateral agreements in almost all fields of activity, exceeding the relations
theyhave with the other neighbors. Implemented in January1997, the Mixed In-
tergovernmental Commission for Collaboration and Active Partnership be-
tween Romanian and Hungary set up a permanent framework of dialogue and
collaboration, Having as model the French-German reconciliation, this compre-
hensive framework of collaboration instituted a permanent dialogue between
Romania and Hungary.

Despite these major successes, in order to prove durable, the process of
political reconciliation between Romania and Hungary needs to be accompa-
nied by a cultural reconciliation between the two countries. The following
section points out to the powerful impact of symbolic politics on the bilateral
relations between Romania and Hungary.

Political Reconciliation vs. Conflicting Historical Memory:
The Statue of Liberty from Arad

The territorial conflict between Romanians and Hungarians over
Transylvania has been greatly exacerbated by an accompanying historio-
graphical dispute over all the important moments in the history of the prov-
ince, such as the question of the “chronological pre-eminence” of
Romanians or Hungarians in Transylvania, the place of Transylvania within
the medieval Kingdom of Hungary, the legal status of Romanians under the
dual Austro-Hungarian monarchy, or that of the Hungarians in Romania.71
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Although in modern times Romanian and Hungarian historians have de-
bated the overlapping history of their countries with considerable passion,
these polemics have not always led Romanians and Hungarians scholars to an
understanding of each other’s history and culture. Instead of initiating fruitful
scholarly debates over the common aspects of their history, Romanian and
Hungarian historians have too often perpetuated their competing national
“cannons,” veritable “self-fulfilling mythologies” of their historical writing. As
a result, ethnic stereotypes and hostile perspectives have survived unchanged
in history textbooks and in historiographical works, undermining the process
of political reconciliation.72

The historiographical narratives of the 1848 revolution best illustrate
this conflicting and ethnocentric approach. The revolution was a pan-Euro-
pean event, national movements in various European countries being ani-
mated by liberal principles and having as a common goal the fight against ab-
solutism. Both Romanians and Hungarians fought in the revolution, as the
most advanced bastions against absolutism in East-Central Europe. De-
spite the transnational character of the revolution, national historio-
graphies in Romania, Hungary, and more generally in Central Europe,
have generally (although not exclusively) taken a narrow, nation-based per-
spective, considering national rivalries and conflicts as the main features of
the revolution, and asserting that only their own national and territorial
claims were just and legitimate.

In Hungary, the 1848–1849 revolution is regarded as a central event in
the crystallization of the Hungarian national consciousness, giving birth to
the modern Hungarian nation. Its commemoration has been a central politi-
cal act for the Hungarian political elites, and has always enjoyed a large popu-
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lar participation.73 The two main aspects of the revolution are regarded as\be-
ing the fight against the Habsburg oppression in order to achieve the self-de-
termination of historical Hungary, and the decision regarding political union
between Hungary and the autonomous multi-ethnic principality of
Transylvania. Hungarian historiography devotes less attention to the relation-
ship between the Hungarian national movement and the fight for self-deter-
mination of the Serbs, Slovaks, Croats, and Transylvanian Romanians, the
“non-historical peoples” living within the symbolic borders of the historical
state of medieval Hungary that the Hungarian revolutionaries fought to re-
vive. During the 1848–1849 revolution, Hungarian leaders believed that the
rights of all peoples living within the historical Hungary would be secured by
liberal legal reforms guaranteeing individual rights and the abolition of
feudal privileges.

At the time of the 1848 revolution, Romanians were divided among
three historical provinces. The principalities of Moldova and Wallachia had
internal autonomy under the suzerainty of the Ottoman Empire and the dip-
lomatic “protection” of Russia. The national movements in these two prov-
inces fought to abolish feudal privileges and to consolidate their internal au-
tonomy. While in Moldova the revolutionary movement was defeated in an
incipient phase, revolutionaries in Wallachia succeeded in gaining and exer-
cising political power for three months (June-September), until their regime
collapsed under the joint attack of the Ottoman and Russian armies.

In Transylvania, most Romanians and Hungarians fought on differ-
ent sides. A majority of the Romanian leaders contested the union of
Transylvania with Hungary, and fought for the national self-determina-
tion of their ethnic group, in alliance with the Habsburg army. The atti-
tude toward the Hungarian revolution differed, therefore, in the various
historical provinces. Romanian revolutionaries in Wallachia admired
Hungarian liberals for their military force and political cohesion, and
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sought to forge a political alliance with them against imperial absolutism.
To this end, the Wallachia Nicolae Bãlcescu mediated a late reconciliation
between the Hungarian leader Lajos Kossuth and the Transylvanian-Ro-
manian leader Avram Iancu. In Transylvania, only a minority of
Romanians opted for an alliance with the Hungarian revolutionaries
against Habsburg absolutism, Bãlcescu’s mediation coming too late to
change the military balance on the field.

In Romania, the 1848 revolution is celebrated as a major historical event,
but it is not regarded as the founding act of the Romanian nation. The Roma-
nian national holiday celebrates the union of Transylvania with Romania on
the 1st of December 1918. Moreover, the commemoration of the revolution
had two main components: the Wallachian, insisting on the fight for the aboli-
tion of feudal privileges and for political emancipation, and the
Transylvanian, underlying the fight for national self-determination, and tak-
ing strong anti-Hungarian overtones. The commemoration of the revolu-
tion in Transylvania stresses Romanian military action against the Hungarian
revolutionary army, and glorifies the mythical figure of Avram Iancu, the
leader of the rebellious army. Nationalist historians lay all the blame for atroc-
ities against the Romanian population on the Hungarian army, holding it re-
sponsible for the death of up to 40,000 people.74

The recent diplomatic tension between Romania and Hungary over the
rehabilitation of the “Statue of Liberty” in Arad illustrates the importance of
historical memory of the 1848 revolution in the process of reconciliation be-
tween the two peoples. The Statue of Liberty was unveiled in September
1890, under the Austro-Hungarian Dualism, in the “Szabadság tér” (Free-
dom Square) of Arad, in the historical Banat. It was erected in order to com-
memorate the execution, on 6 October 1849, of thirteen generals who
fought in the Hungarian revolutionary army by the Habsburg imperial army,
following Hungary’s defeat in the War of Independence waged against the
Habsburgs. Designed by Adolf Huszár and finished by György Zala, the stat-
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uary group is an allegory of liberty, having in the center a symbolic representa-
tion of “Liberty,” holding a wreath in her right hand and a sword in the left.
On the lower level, there are four allegorical statues, while in front there is
the “waking liberty,” symbolizing “Hungaria.” The two side figures symbol-
ize the “battle ready” and “sacrifice-ready,” while the back figure represents
the dying fighter (see below).

Due to radical territorial changes, the presence of the statue was discontin-
ued after 34 years. Following World War One, under the Treaty of Trianon
(1920), the Banat, together with Transylvania, Bukovina and Bessarabia,
joined Romania, as part of the radical post-World War I geo-political reorganiza-
tion. This territorial change was contested by Hungary, so that in 1924 the Ro-
manian government, led by the Liberal Ion I. C. Brãtianu, decided to remove
the Statue of Liberty, arguing that it was as a symbol of Hungarian irredentism.
Subsequently, the Freedom Square was renamed “Avram Iancu,” in honor of
the Transylvanian Romanian leader who fought for national self-determina-
tion during the 1848–1849 revolution.

In 1999, in a gesture of political reconciliation, the Romanian govern-
ment promised to rehabilitate the statue and to place it at the center of a “Park
of Romanian-Hungarian Reconciliation” to be inaugurated on 6 October, at
the hundred-fiftieth commemoration of the execution of the thirteenth gen-
erals (1849–1999). This decision was welcomed by Hungary, but met with
stiff resistance in Romania, from the part of ultra-nationalist Greater Roma-
nian Party, led by Corneliu Vadim-Tudor, and from the center-left political
opposition, led by Ion Iliescu and Adrian Nãstase.

The different significance and patterns of commemoration of the 1848
revolution in Romania and Hungary gave a window of opportunity for these
nationalist politicians to manipulate the Romanian-Hungarian conflicting
historical legacy in order to oppose the rehabilitation of the Statue of Arad.
While in Hungary the Statue of Liberty is seen as a symbol of the fight against
absolutism, in Romania the statue was presented by the media and by nation-
alist politicians as an irredentist symbol of the “Millenarian Hungary,” with
an implicit anti-Romanian message. Facing a choir of vehement protests, and
in the eve of national elections planned for November 2000, the Romanian
government abandoned its promise to rehabilitate the statue. Prime Minister
Radu Vasile cancelled his participation to the commemoration in Arad in Oc-
tober 1999, delegating instead the Ministry of Justice, Virgil Stoica. Due to
the absence of his official counterpart, the Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor
Orbán shortened his trip to Romania, which took place on 5th of October. In-
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stead of being erected in its original location, or alternatively in a new “Park
of Reconciliation,” the monument was entrusted to the care of the Catholic
Diocese in Arad. At the execution site, an obelisk commemorated the mem-
ory of the thirteen generals.75

The rehabilitation of the Statue of Liberty has remained a contentious is-
sue on the Romanian-Hungarian agenda since 1999, stretching the bilateral
relations between the two countries. Invoking the resistance of the public
opinion, Romanian authorities delayed the rehabilitation, arguing that its
symbolism divides Romanians and Hungarians, instead of uniting them.
Their position triggered criticism from Hungarian diplomats, who repeat-
edly asked the Romanian part to keep its promise. Ultimately, after harsh ne-
gotiations between the Romanian President Ion Iliescu and the Hungarian
President Ferenc Mádl in October 2003, the Romanian government has con-
firmed yet again that it will re-erect the Statue of Liberty in a “Park of Recon-
ciliation,” but no deadline has been set for this action. On its part, Hungary
made several compensatory gestures toward Romania, by agreeing to revive
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and co-finance the Gozsdu Foundation, established at the end of the 19th cen-
tury to assist the cultural emancipation of Romanians within Austria-Hun-
gary, but nationalized by the Hungarian communists. This political outcome
has failed to satisfy ethnic Hungarians in Romania. The leaders of the DAHR
felt “deeply offended” by the attitude of the Romanian authorities in denying
them the legitimate right to erect statues in their historic homeland.

Following this bilateral agreement, in 2004 the Statue of Liberty has
been finally displayed in a public square in Arad. Contrary to the somber
prophecies of nationalist politicians, this event passed uncontested by Roma-
nian city-dwellers, the statue soon becoming an integral part of Arad’s urban
landscape. In retrospect, the tolerant attitude of the public opinion exposes
the political manipulation of the issue by certain politicians interested in esca-
lating inter-ethnic tensions for transient political gains. The controversy sur-
rounding the rehabilitation of the Statue of Liberty also highlights the prob-
lems raised by the failure to fulfill bilateral commitments in a political part-
nership. It points out to the need to deepen the Romanian-Hungarian
reconciliation from a political agreement reached between political elites in
the two countries to the level of public opinion and scholarly communities.

More recently, numerous works of political science, sociology, and an-
thropology have contributed to deepening the political reconciliation be-
tween Romania and Hungary. They have deconstructed nationalist ideolo-
gies, exposed intolerant attitudes at the level of Romanian and Hungarian
communities, analyzed the political identities of Romanians and Hungari-
ans in Transylvania and the image of the other in the media, and proposed
practical solution for a societal reconciliation.76 Although to a more limited
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extent, historiography has also participated only to a limited extent in this pro-
cess of reconciliation. In the past years, a new generation of historians in Ro-
mania and Hungary have exposed the limitation of the nationalist canon of
history-writing and have proposed a pluralist view, focusing on the interac-
tion of all ethnic groups living in Transylvania, and favoring common ele-
ments of their shared history. They have approached the problematic of na-
tion- and state-building with the specific tools and methods of social history,
by concentrating on the study of local history and regional patterns of elite
formation, the history of multiculturalism, and the image of the “other.”77

These works do not propose an artificial reinterpretation of common histori-
cal events, as official attempts of reconciliation did during the communist
periods, but search for a common methodological and theoretical ground on
which to conceptualize the history of the region.

The benefits of this new orientation are perceivable in the attitude of the
public opinion, as well. Romanians and Hungarians do not have a preponder-
antly negative opinion of each-other anymore, as surveys conducted in
1980’s had indicated. Nationalist politicians advocating the existence of
a Hungarian danger to Romania’s security seem to have almost completely
lost their capacity of manipulating or mobilizing parts of the electorate. The
Democratic Alliance of Hungarians in Romania, which took part in three
consecutive ruling coalitions, is perceived nowadays as a factor of stability
and not instability. Recent gains in historiography and the tolerant attitude of
the public opinion can serve as a basis of a Romanian-Hungarian unified his-
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tory textbook, which to be taught in secondary schools in Romania and Hun-
gary, following the example of the French-German historical reconciliation.

Conclusions

The radical socio-political changes that have occurred in Central and South-
eastern Europe after 1989 have affected the status of history as a discipline and
the societal status of historians.78 National historiographies have been chal-
lenged to overcome “parochialism,” to internalize the theoretical and method-
ological achievements that marked the development of Western social sciences,
and to open up to comparative regional and global perspectives. This process has
been nevertheless hindered by numerous factors.

First, the institutionalization of the study of history as a profession in the
modern period has been traditionally closely linked with the rise of national-
ism and with the development and consolidation of nation-states. The con-
nection between the writing of history and the institutional infrastructure of
the nation-state has been even stronger in Central and Southeastern Europe,
where historiography played an important role in the process of nation- and
state-building. Local historians have therefore focused almost unilaterally
on the “validity” of their country’s historical rights to self-determination and
territorial statehood, often ignoring wider regional processes.79

Second, history served as a tool of political legitimization for political elites,
providing the cement for forging paradigms of collective identity. This feature
conferred an important political influence to historians, giving birth to a type of
“historian-politician” best epitomized by František Palacky and J. Raèki in the
Czech lands, Slobodan Jovanoviè in Serbia, Mihály Horváth in Hungary, and
Nicolae Bãlcescu, Mihail Kogãlniceanu, and Nicolae Iorga in Romania, the lat-
ter being celebrated as “the historian-politician ’par excellence.’”80 The strong
link between politics and the writing of history was preserved and even consoli-
dated during the communism regime, the official propaganda being based on
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a new vision of national history, which gradually suppressed in importance the
ideological discourse on proletarian internationalism.

Third, one can identify a rising tide of “nationalism” in the late 1980s.
Despite policies intended to weaken or subvert national identities and loyal-
ties, the communist regime was in fact “conflictogenic,” or conflict produc-
ing, and reinforced rather than suppressed ethnicity.81 Faced with economic
grievances, people tended to channel economic grievances against “outside”
or “internal enemies,” further aggravating inter-ethnic conflicts. The crisis
in the inter-ethnic relations in the last stage of the communist rule was thus
yet another manifestation of the broader socio-economic and political crisis
facing communist societies.

Due to this combination of factors, national historiographies in Central
and Southeastern Europe have been generally characterized by modest re-
gional scholarly interaction. Surely, there have occurred during the time nu-
merous and passionate polemics among historians in the region, but they
have been too often politically driven and have concentrated on the question
of historical rights. As a result, the inter-regional dialogue on historical stud-
ies has been rather limited, often lacking a genuine openness to cultural dif-
ferences. Nowadays, the collapse of communism and the process of Euro-
pean integration provide a unique opportunity for historians in East-Central
Europe to combine the heritage of their national scholarly institutions and
patterns of research with an emerging European historiographical discourse.
They are challenged to expose inter-ethnic stereotypes and to relate to
a broader historical discourse that transcends national lines of reference, by
integrating new regional, continental and global perspectives.

A transnational and relational re-conceptualization of the history of Cen-
tral and Southeastern Europe would have a refreshing impact on the writing
of European history, as well. Currently, European history-writing is in a pro-
cess of transformation, moving away from its concentration on the historical
experience of Western Europe and toward considering the history of periph-
eral areas and the status of various types of excluded minorities. Countries in
Central and Southeastern Europe can actively contribute to enhancing the
plurality of historical and cultural experiences defying “Europeanness” and
European values. They can expose the tendency of essentializing the experi-
ence of European historical regions such as “the West” or “the Balkans,” by
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promoting a more integrative perspective.82 On the long run, the fruitful
cross-fertilization between Western scholarship and historians in Central
and Southeastern Europe might lead to the re-thematization of the
European history.
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